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We kicked off the week with a look at the things on the letter of the week table. We 

found koalas, kaleidoscopes, kitchen roll, a kiwi fruit, some Kellogg’s cereal and a 

kangaroo.  Sarah’s group made delightfully fluffy koalas whilst Caroline and Shazeda’s 

groups made kangaroos complete with pouch and joeys. 

 

The kiwis were an acquired taste; however, the children are getting used to trying new 

foods and flavours.  The children made a variety of different kites; they came in all 

shapes and sizes and were all painted with bright colours.  A morning activity was 

painting with kitchen utensils, a fun and alternative activity. 

  

In cooking the children made healthy vegetable kebabs, they sliced peppers, diced 

courgette and halved the mushrooms before threading them onto the kebab sticks.  We 

discussed that the sticks were sharp, so they needed to be careful - good risk taking. 

Cream crackers with cream cheese went down a storm; we chose these to further 

develop their spreading skills. 

 

 

 

 



A sweet treat was inspired by the letter of the week as the children enjoyed 

unwrapping and eating a Kit Kat for break. 

 

 

Our topic was dream habitats; the children used a host of materials to create their 

very own dream habitat.  To name but a few there were, fairy houses, unicorns, 

spaceships and aeroplanes.  The children really enjoyed this activity and took time and 

care to complete their dream. 

On Monday afternoon we had “the children’s choice” - anything they wanted in order to 

work as a team to design a tuff spot dream habitat.  The children have enjoyed playing 

with this all week.  We’ve noticed that the children take extra care over the things 

they create together. 

  

The children in Teresa’s group matched and then coloured shapes, making sure they 

went from left to right.  Caroline and Sarah’s group looked at the number eight and 

then each made an awesome octopus.  Having looked at the iPad we all learnt that an 

octopus has arms, not legs (we learn something new every day!)  Shazeda’s group also 

looked at the number eight.  They made a handprint Kingfisher, carefully counting eight 

feathers, before drawing the beak and feet.  Simply sweet. 



 

 

There are so many different ways for the children to fine tune their motor skills.  

They enjoyed using the peg trays and the challenge of peeling their own satsuma. 

 

 

In RULER this week we spoke about feeling ‘excited’, Sarah used bean bags to 

demonstrate all the excited feelings in their tummy as the bean bags flew around on 

the parachute.  She also explained that sometimes when we get overexcited our 

behaviour can change and showed them breathing methods to calm themselves down. 

Another activity for Shazeda’s group was looking at patterns and then creating their 

own. 



 

 

Messy play was truly messy! The children used shaving foam and paint to mix colours.  

There were lots of comments about the colours they made. 

 

 

Another afternoon activity focused on their physical development: kicking, punching 

and chopping karate style!  There was more PD (Physical Development) in the weekly 

Playball session.  The youngest groups are really making the most of their half hour 

session, getting used to the routine of the class, singing the Playball song and receiving 

their stamps for good listening and participation. 

` 

 



Continuing with the letter of the week, the children arrived on Friday and made a 

beautiful collage around the letter k. We were then entertained with Thomas’s Show & 

Tell which was a lovely squidgy Minion which he got from his sister. 

 

As it is St Andrew’s Day tomorrow, we had our own mini-ceilidh on Friday morning. The 

children thoroughly enjoyed listening to some Scottish music and there was much 

twirling and whirling. 

 

We were lucky enough to secure funding for a highly specialised speech therapist to 

come in and give us training on how to support the children’s language development.  She 

very kindly provided us with a leaflet about Christmas gift advice to share with you all.  

Should you be interested in reading it please ask your group teacher for a copy.  

Reminders: 

• Our letter of the week will be ‘l’. 

• Our topic will be ‘Christmas’. 

• We will continue with our RULER word - ‘Excited’, high in energy and very 

pleasant. 

 


